Extended D-E interactions near the classical knob-hole binding site play an important role in fibrin polymerisation and clot stability
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BACKGROUND: Previous studies indicate the presence of an extended binding interface beyond the traditional knob-hole interactions that occur when thrombin converts fibrinogen to fibrin (Kononova, JBC 2013): γAsp297, γGlu323 and γLys356 in the D-region interact with βLys58, βAsp61 and βHis67 in the E-region from another adjacent fibrin monomer.

AIMS: To investigate the role of the extended knob-hole interface in polymerisation kinetics, clot structure and mechanics.

METHODS: Four recombinant human fibrinogen variants and WT were produced: γDEK (γD297N/E323Q/K356Q) with mutations in all γ-chain residues involved in extended knob-hole binding, and variants with single mutations at γD297N, γE323Q or γK356Q.

RESULTS: Maximum OD for all variants was reduced compared to WT, whereas lag phase was only extended for γDEK. γDEK was more readily deformable (loss tangent, tanδ), but single mutant variants were unchanged compared to WT. Electron microscopy showed γDEK forming the densest clots, followed by the single mutants, then WT. Fibers for all variants were thinner than WT, with γDEK being the thinnest. Variants γDEK and γE323Q produced a denser clot network in hydrated conditions, whereas γD297N and γK356Q were similar to WT, and all were slower to lyse, except γD297N. There were no differences in clot size between γD297N and WT fibrinogen in an in vivo model of murine femoral thrombosis.

CONCLUSIONS: The abolition of electrostatic interactions responsible for extended binding results in altered polymerisation kinetics, clot structure and viscoelastic properties. Our findings demonstrate that the D-E binding interface extends beyond the classical knob-hole interaction to reinforce fibrin polymerisation.
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